Abstract. Existing Hierarchically Semi-Separable (HSS) construction algorithms for dense n × n matrices require as much as O(n 2 ) peak workspace memory, at a cost of O(n 2 ) flops. An algorithm is presented which requires O(n 1.5 ) peak worskpace memory in the worst case, while still requiring only O(n 2 ) flops.
1. Introduction. The fast multipole method (FMM) was originally introduced by Greengard and Rokhlin [5] and since their contribution, it has become clear that such matrices do arise commonly in practice [14] , [17] . In this paper we will present a memory efficient construction algorithm for n × n matrices with off diagonal blocks that have low rank. The memory consumption of the HSS representation itself is O(n) if the rank of the off-diagonal blocks is small. If the user is not required to store the matrix A, but instead only provides a functional interface in order to access the elements of the matrix, it is worthwhile to ask for the algorithm which computes the HSS representation to be memory efficient as well. Previous algorithms, [2] , [16] , have shown the HSS representation can be computed in O(n 2 ) flops. Randomized algorithms also exist [10] , [13] , [15] . However, the memory requirements of these algorithms can be excessive, requiring as much as O(n 2 ) peak workspace memory [2] , [10] , [13] , [16] . In this paper, we deal with this issue and present an algorithm that requires O(n 1.5 ) peak workspace memory in the worst case, while still requiring only O(n 2 ) flops. In section 2 we will briefly cover the HSS representation, followed by the memory efficient HSS construction algorithm in section 3. Memory and flop counts are discussed in section 4 and 5, respectively, followed by some experimental results of our construction algorithm in section 6.
2. HSS Representation. Define a regular binary tree to be an ordered rooted tree in which each parent node has two children. Denote the set of regular binary trees as T reg . Specifically each child of a parent node is either a left child or a right child. A subtree rooted at the left (right) child of a given node, r, is called r's left (right) subtree [1] . Each node in this regular binary tree is associated with an index (k; i), where k denotes the node's depth from the root node, and i denotes left to right ordering in that level. Label the root node as (0; 1). Then every parent node has a labeling (k; i), with left child labeled as (k + 1; 2i − 1) and right child labeled as (k + 1; 2i).
Define a partition tree to be a regular binary tree that has an integer, n k;i at every node, (k; i), which satisfy the property that n k;i = n k+1;2i−1 + n k+1;2i . A partition tree, T , of depth d, is complete, if all levels k ∈ {0, 1, ..., d − 1} of T have 2 k vertices [1] . We use partition trees to hierarchically partition a matrix A ∈ R m×n . Let T R and T c be partition trees. Let m k;i and n k;i denote the integer at node (k; i) in T R and T c , respectively. Let A 0;1,1 = A, m 0;1 = m and n 0;1 = n. Partitioning the rows and columns of the matrix A according to the integers at the first level of T R and T c , Recursively partitioning the block rows and block columns of A according to the integers stored at the corresponding nodes of T R and T C , respectively, Figure 2 .1 shows an example of a matrix which has rows partitioned according to a partition tree T R , and columns partitioned according to a partition tree T C . In any level, when it is the case that the row partitions are the same as the column partitions, we use the more simplified notation, A k;i,j = A k;i,k;j (Figure 2 .1). In this case, it is the convention that the partition tree corresponding to the row partitions and the partition tree corresponding to the column partitions are merged. For the purpose of this paper we will focus on this case. Any matrix has an HSS representation, but if the matrix has off diagonal blocks with low numerical rank, this representation will consume less memory, and is defined as follows. Let T be a partition tree for the matrix A. Partition the rows and columns of A according to T as defined above. Suppose,
is a leaf node and if (k; i) is not a leaf node,
such that equation (2.4) holds.
Then, the HSS representation consists of basis matrices, U k;i , and V k;i , as well as D k;i for all leaf nodes, (k; i). Further, for all (k; i), which are not leaf nodes, the representation consists of translation operators, R k;i , W k;i , and expansion coefficients, B k;i−1,i , for i odd, and B k;i;i−1 for i even. The existence of this factorization is established [2] , and this will become more obvious as we proceed.
Define an HSS tree of the matrix A to be the corresponding partition tree of A decorated with the matrices
at each leaf node (k; i). R k;i and W k;i are stored at each edge connecting parent to child node, (k; i). Further we add edges to the partition tree from node (k; i) to node (k; j) corresponding to B k;i,j . Since U k;i (V k;i ) are only stored at leaf nodes, only the smaller R k;i (W k;i ) are stored at each subsequent level. Basis matrices at higher levels are obtained via matrix multiplication with corresponding translation operators (2.4). In figure 2.2 we give an example of a 2-level HSS representation of a matrix, along with its corresponding HSS tree. In order that the translation operators R k;i and W k;i be as defined above, we must have that each U k;i be a column basis for the corresponding row Hankel block, which iś
And likewise, we must have that each V k;i be a row basis for its corresponding column Hankel block, which isH
Notice that,H r k;i is the i th block row of A in the k level HSS structure, excluding the A k;i,i block. Similarly, 
The same definition is extended to the column Hankel blocks. The storage of a matrix A ∈ R n×n in general will consume O(n 2 ) memory, whereas the HSS representation can potentially require much less than O(n 2 ) memory. Therefore, we are interested in construction algorithms which are efficient in both peak memory consumption as well as speed. Previoius algorithms, [2] (a) Hankel Blocks, rH k;2i−1 and, rH k;2i with k = 3, i = 3 (b) Hankel block, rH k−1;i , with k = 2, i = 3 and [16] , consume at most O(n 2 ) memory, with a complexity of at most O(n 2 ) flops. Other construction algorithms use randomized techniques [10] , [13] , [15] , [17] . As no explicit statement is given in regard to peak memory consumption, we have inferred the memory complexity for these algorithms to be at most O(n 2 ). H 2 matrices are similar to HSS representations in hierarchical structure and the reader is referred to [7] for more details on complexity counts.
Here we introduce a fast algorithm that computes the HSS representation of a matrix while using at most O(n 1.5 ) memory. The algorithm we present is very similar to [2] and [16] , with key differences introduced to minimize peak memory usage. Specifically, the algorithm separates computations into 4 passes, the traversal of the HSS tree is modified and a new method of computation for the expansion coefficients is introduced. Note that merging the 4 passes would yield a viable algorithm very similar to that given in [16] , which would give a negligible savings in flops at the expense of the increase in peak memory by a factor of 4. Also note that any rank revealing factorization can be substituted for the svd in our algorithm. Several such factorizations are rank revealing QR factorization [6] , [8] , [3] , Interpolative Decomposition [9] , [10] and rank revealing LU factorization [11] , [12] . If a non-orthogonal decomposition is used then the formuals to compute the translation operators must be suitably adjusted as follows,
where,
The same adjustment is extended to the column translation operators.
3. HSS Construction Algorithm. In this section we present a recursive two phase construction algorithm. The first phase (Algorithm 1) is a deepest-first algorithm that computes the basis matrices at leaf nodes and translation operators at non-leaf nodes. In the second phase (Algorithm 2 and 3), the expansion coefficients are computed. In this algorithm, rather than asking the user to give the whole dense matrix as input, the user is asked only to provide a subroutine which generates subblocks of the matrix. Similar algorithm structure has been used by others [13] [16] , and has been used since the first implementation of these methods [2] . The user must also give as input the partition tree, as well as either a tolerance, ε, or alternately a fixed rank, p, which will determine the amount of compression in the HSS representation.
3.1. HSS Algorithm -Phase 1.
3.1.1. Leaf Node Computations -Phase 1. In order to obtain the U k;i 's at the leaf node we take an SVD of each row Hankel block,H r k;i ,
where, by definition, both U r k;i and Q r k;i are orthogonal matrices, and Σ r k;i is a diagonal matrix. Likewise for V k;i at each leaf node (k; i),
Only the columns of U r k;i and V c k;i which correspond to singular values above the chosen tolerance, ε, or rank, p are kept. The user can choose to give as input a tolerance, ε, such that all singular values smaller than ε are discarded. Alternately, the user can choose to give as input the rank, p, such that both U k;i and V k;i contain at most p columns. We denote trunc svd() as a function that returns an svd to a tolerance, ε, or alternatively a pre-determined rank, p. U k;i , and V k;i are stored at the leaf node (k; i) in our HSS tree, and both (Σ k;i )(Q T k;i ) and (P k;i )(Λ k;i ) are returned to the parent function. 3.1.2. Non-Leaf Node Computations -Phase 1. In order to generate the translation operators
Vertically concatenate each pair of blocksH r k;2i−1 andH r k;2i , and remove the portion of the blocks which correspond to the columns that lie in the diagonal block D k−1;i as shown in Figure 3 .1a. Likewise, horizontally concatenate each pair,H r k;2i−1 andH c k;2i after removing the rows which correspond to the diagonal block D k−1;i , as shown in Figure 3 .1b. To remove these columns fromH r k;2i−1 (H r k;2i ) we can instead remove them from Q k;2i−1 (Q k;2i ). Expand Q k;i to obtain
where each Q T k;i,j is of size m k;i × n k;j . Then definẽ
where we have excluded the block Q T k;i,i from Q T k;i . This process can be repeated similarly for the column blocks, and the compressed row and column Hankel blocks at node (k − 1; i) are given by
A visual representation of (3.9) and (3.10) are shown in Figures 3.1a and 3 .1b. The corresponding part of the original Hankel blocks,H r k−1;i , andH c k−1;i , with definitions given in (2.7), are outlined in brown dashed lines. We can then determine the translation operators, R k;2i−1 , and R k;2i , from H r k−1;i , by performing a truncated SVD (Algorithm 1, line 16). Likewise, we can determine the translation operators, W k;2i−1 , and W k;2i , from H c k−1;i . We then proceed iteratively in order to obtain all translation operators at each node in our HSS structure. At this stage we have stored D k;i and we have computed and stored every basis matrix, U k;i and V k;i , at the leaf nodes. At non-leaf nodes, every translation operator, R k;i and W k;i , has been computed and stored. Algorithm 1 summarizes the computation of all U k;i at leaf nodes and R k;i at non-leaf nodes. We can compute V k;i and W k;i similarly by applying Algorithm 1 to A T . Notice that nodes are visited in a deepest first order, by which we mean that at each parent node the algorithm will visit the child node which is the root of the subtree with the greatest depth. If the depth of both subtrees are equal, then the left child is visited first. if tree is a leaf node then 3:
return Σ k;iQ T k;i Q k;i is defined as previously stated in equation (3.8)
5:
else tree is not a leaf node 6: , treeL, treeR = tree
if depth(treeL) ≥ depth(treeR) then 
return Σ k;iX T k;i X k;i is defined as previously stated in equation (3.8) 18:
end if 19: end function 3.2. HSS Algorithm -Phase 2. In the second pass of our algorithm we compute all expansion coefficients, B k;i,j , via matrix multiplication. Memory consumption for this computation will maximally require O(p 2 n) in the worst case, (as compared with O(p 2 log n) for a symmetric tree). 
where k = k 1 = k 2 . Let us then define
Thus we have defined a set of recursions with which we can compute any B k;i,j in our HSS structure.
To compute all B k1;i,k2;j , we present Algorithm 2 and 3. This algorithm specifically computes the expansion coefficients, B k;i−1,i . The expansion coefficient B k;i,i−1 can be computed analogously by simply interchanging the pair of indices (k 1 ; i) with (k 2 ; j) in Algorithms 2 and 3. Note that in the following algorithm a node is a tuple which consists of data, and left and right subtree, though, the details of where we store the data are not relevant here since we access them by index notation. These are implementation dependent details and for more information the reader can refer to the Matlab code that is published on the Scientific Computing Group website [4] . Also, note that we use the notation B k1;i,k2;j = () to mean that the variable B k1;i,k2;j is no longer needed and can be explicitly cleared from memory.
4. Memory Consumption. In this section we will compute the peak workspace consumption for Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. The HSS tree itself will consume at most O(np 2 ) memory. In Phase 1, the main workspace consumption are the compressed Hankel blocks, (3.9), and (3.10). In Phase 2 it is the matrices B k1;i,k2;j . Let p = max (k;i) leaf node n k;i . The assumption here is that p is small compared to n. In particular we will establish, Theorem 4.1. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 have a memory complexity of at most O p 0.5 n 1.5 .
Memory Consumption -Phase 1.
In Phase 1 (Algorithm 1), we visit nodes in a deepest first ordering, and notice that what further complicates our memory complexity calculation is the recursive nature of our algorithm. The worskspace allocated in one call to Algorithm 1 is added to any further recursive calls to Algorithm 1. Therefore, we have to consider the depth of the stack of these recursive calls, which is determined by the HSS tree. Therefore, for a given number of nodes, we must find the HSS tree for which peak memory complexity will be maximum. Without loss of generality, any HSS tree can be re-ordered such that the depth of the left subtree is always larger or equal to the depth of the right subtree, and therefore, in this section we only consider trees which have this property. Notice that we make memory allocations at lines 8 and 9, and lines 11 and 12 of Algorithm 1. Since we are only considering trees which have the property that at each parent node, left subtrees have depth which is larger or equal to that of the right, we will focus on calls to line 8 and line 9 only. When a call is made to line 9 a block of size n × p is left in memory from line 8. After returning from a call to line 9, line 14 is executed the block is cleared from memory at line 15. Then, for a given number of nodes, we want to find the HSS tree which will result in the maximum number of consecutive calls to line 8 without having returned from a call to line 9. Proposition 1 claims that for a given number of nodes, such a tree satisfies properties (P 1) and (P 2), which are defined in the following section. An example of a tree which satisfies these properties is given in Figure 4 .2a. −, treeL, treeR = tree ∃ (k1; i) s.t. it is the numbering for the root node of treeL.
3:
∃ (k2; j) s.t. it is the numbering for the root node of treeR.
4:
if treeL is a leaf node and treeR is a leaf node then
5:
B k1;i,k2;j = U T k1;i A k1;i,k2;j V k2;j
6:
else if treeL is not a leaf node and treeR is not a leaf node then
7:
B k1;i,k2;j = B OffDiag(treeL, treeR)
8:
B Diag(treeL)
9:
B Diag(treeR)
10:
else if treeL is a leaf node and treeR is not a leaf node then
11:
−, treeRL treeRR = treeR
12:
B k1;i,k2+1;2j−1 = B OffDiag(treeL, treeRL)
13:
B k1;i,k2+1;2j = B OffDiag(treeL, treeRR)
14:
B k1;i,k2;j = B k1;i,k2+1;2j−1 W k2+1;2j−1 + B k1;i,k2+1;2j W k2+1;2j
15:
B k1;i,k2+1;2j−1 = (); B k1;i,k2+1;2j = ()
16:
17:
else if treeL is not a leaf node and treeR is a leaf node then A regular binary tree T ∈ T reg has the P1 property if for each node in T , the depth of the left subtree is greater than or equal to the depth of the right subtree. We denote the set of trees with the P1 property as T P 1 .
For a regular binary tree T ∈ T reg , a root-leaf path is a sequence of nodes (u 0 , ..., u k ) such that u 0 is the root of T , each subsequent node is a child of the preceding node, and u k is a leaf node. The set of root-leaf paths for T is denoted p rl (T ).
For each T ∈ T (P 1) and root-leaf path p ∈ p rl (T ), the memory block cardinality b m : p rl (T ) → N maps p to a natural number using the following rule: b m (p) is equal to the number nodes in p whose right children are also in p, plus one. For a tree T ∈ T P 1 , the worst-case memory block cardinality, denoted b wc (T ), is defined as max
For each T ∈ T P 1 , the primary right branch is the subgraph of T consisting of the root node and subsequent right children. All primary right branches are line graphs. The path along the primary right branch is denoted as p pri (T ).
A regular binary tree T ∈ T P 1 has the property P2 if b wc (T ) = b m (p pri (T )). We denote the set of trees with the P2 property as T P 2 .
Results and Proofs.
Our strategy is to determine the fewest number of nodes that a P1 tree can have while generating a fixed number of memory blocks. This results in the following proposition: if treeL is a leaf node and treeR is a leaf node then
5:
6:
return B k1;i,k2;j
7:
else if treeL is not a leaf node and treeR is not a leaf node then B k1+1;2i,k2+1;2j−1 = (); B k1+1;2i,k2+1;2j = ()
15:
16:
else if treeL is a leaf node and treeR is not a leaf node then return B k1;i,k2;j
22:
else if treeL is not a leaf node and treeR is a leaf node then To show this, we use the following lemma, which tells us that the class of trees that we need to search in consists of trees with the P2 property:
the earliest node in p such that the subsequent node is a left child. We create a new tree T 2 by removing v and its right subtree from T 1 , and creating an edge between the parent of v and the left child of v (if v is root, then we skip the latter). Now the pathp := p \ {v} is a root-leaf path for T 2 and satisfies b m (p) = b m (p). We are now ready to prove Proposition 1. Proof. We begin with the claim that for all d ∈ N,
Suppose otherwise. Then there exists d ∈ N and T ∈ arg min
By Lemma 1, T ∈ T P 2 , therefore b wc (T ) = b m (p pri (T )) = d + 1. Then, using the P1 property and the definition of b m , we have that the primary branch of T has depth d. 
2) is satisfied for all d ∈ N. Furthermore, by choosing the fewest number of nodes at each step of the construction of T , we obtain a tree that satisfies T ∈ T P 1 , b wc (T ) = d + 1, and |V (T )| = d 2 + d + 1. Thus we have the result. Note that for any binary tree, the number of non-leaf nodes, N N , will be one less than the number of leaf nodes, N L , i.e. N N = N L − 1. Then, since N L = n/p, we have
Proposition 1 implies that the worst case number of memory blocks is O √ N . Since a single memory block consumes O(pn) memory, using (4.3) we have that the worst case memory usage is O p 0.5 n 1.5 . An example of a tree that generates the worst case number of memory blocks is given in Figure 4 .2a. However, for a complete partition tree, Phase 1 will take at most O(pn log n) memory. Further, for a regular binary tree of maximum depth (see for example Figure 4 .2b) memory consumption is only O(np).
Memory Consumption -Phase 2.
In Phase 2 of our algorithm, at most 3 p × p blocks are stored in memory during each recursive call, and this number can easily be cut down to one p × p block, though we present the algorithm as is for clarity. Notice that each of the p × p blocks which are returned on lines 8 through 11 are cleared from memory on lines 13 and 14. This equivalent statement is true for each of the if statement cases in Algorithms 2 and 3. This can clearly be seen by looking at lines 20 and 26 in Algorithm 3, as well as line 15 and 22 in Algorithm 2. Therefore, given a tree of maximal depth, n p ( Figure  4 .2b), peak memory consumption for Phase 2 is np.
Total Memory Consumption.
If a deepest first algorithm is not used the memory complexity can become O(n 2 ), whereas the worst case deepest first search path memory complexity is O p 0.5 n 1.5 . For a complete partition tree however, the memory complexity is O(pn log n). As shown in [2] , basis matrices and translation operators can be generated for smooth matrices using Chebyshev polynomials. If the basis matrices are computed a priori, it is then only necessary to execute Algorithms 2 and 3 to compute the expansion coefficients at a cost of at most O(np). In the case of the complete partition tree this cost is reduced to O(p 2 log n).
Flop Count.
Let us compute the total number of flops for our algorithm. To begin, we see that for any binary tree with a fixed number of nodes, the number of non-leaf nodes, N N , will be one less than the number of leaf nodes, N L . In other words, N N = N L − 1. We also have that N L = n/p. For Phase 1, we can see that at a leaf node, we generate 2 hankel blocks, and take 2 SVD's at a cost of approximately 2n 2 p + 4n 2 . For a non-leaf node in Phase 1, we take 2 SVD's and perform 2 matrix multiplies at a cost of (2np 2 + 2np). So the total flop count for Phase 1 will be 4n 2 p + 6n 2 . For Phase 2, in which we compute all B k;i,j , the number of flops will be maximum for an even tree. The computation of each B k;i,j in the HSS tree requires the multiplication of matrices of size p × p (Algorithm 3 line 5 and 12), and costs at most 8p
3 . The computation of B 1;1,2 (B 1;2,1 ) begins at the bottom level of the recursion, Algorithm 3 line 5. This line will be executed on ( ) blocks, and so on. Following this recursion, the calculation of B 1;1,2 (or B 1;2,1 ) has a cost of n 2 p flops. At level 1 in the HSS tree, only B 1;1,2 , and B 1;2,1 must be computed, and so the flop count for both is 2n 2 p. In a similar fashion, we compute the number of flops required to compute B k;i,j at level 2 in our HSS tree. At this level there are 4 B 2;i,j , at a cost of n 2 p flops. At level 3, we will compute 8 B 3;i,j at a cost of 1 2 n 2 p. Summing all of these computations the cost of all B k;i,j , will be at most 4n 2 p flops. Thus for Phase 1 and Phase 2 combined, our algorithm has a complexity of O(n 2 p).
6. Numerical Experiments. In this section we will describe some experiments which demonstrate the speed and peak memory consumption of our algorithm. Experiments were carried out on a machine with a 2.5GHz Intel Core i5-3210M processor running Ubuntu with 8GB of RAM.
For both the CPU run-time and the peak memory consumption simulations, the n × n matrix A was chosen according to the formula A i,j = |x n i − x n j |, where x n i = i/n, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. The rank, p, was fixed across all tests. In the case of the HSS tree which generates the worst case peak memory for a given number of nodes, the structure of the tree was determined by calculating the number of nodes, N , in the HSS tree for a given matrix with dimension, n, via (4.3). We construct the tree for the given dimension, n, ranging from 256 to 1048576, according to the proof of Proposition 1. In table 6.1a each leaf node has a partition size of no more than 2(20p) − 1, and no less than 20p. In table 6.1b each leaf node has a partition size of no more than 2(3p)−1, and no less than 3p. The measurement of peak memory given in table 6.1b was obtained from a counter in the code which simply kept track of memory allocations and de-allocations. The numbers listed are the maximum number of floating point allocations in memory during run-time. Note that we only keep track of floating point array allocations, not lower order integer allocations. CPU run-times and peak memory measurements are reported in Table 6 .1a and 6.1b.
